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The S&W 33 special was introduced in late 1941. It was intended to fill the gap between the standard K-frame and the K-frame in the.38 Smith & Wesson lineup. The 33 Special was designed by and issued to Allied soldiers and airman during World War II, and was kept
in service after the war. It is still in use in a variety of forms today, including it's modern centerfire models, 1911 and Model 81 variants, and even an auto pistol. The L38 Special was an attempt to combine the accuracy of the M1911A1 with the portability of the M&P. It
was developed in the mid-1990s, when Colt decided to begin manufacturing a smaller revolver in an attempt to compete with the Glock. However, neither the original short L38 Special nor the subsequent long L38 model were produced in large numbers. The L38 is not

currently offered from Smith and Wesson. I have a group of 77 guns and this is an interesting way to combine the information from the serial number on each gun. My first step was to go to the site I purchased the gun from ( Arms & Ammo ) and to copy down the
serial number there. Go to the manufacturer's website and look for the serial number in the serial number box (see image below). Change the browser window to your manufacturer's website by clicking on the website address in the browser address bar. Now you can
use this serial number on the manufacturer's website to find out which model your gun is. For example, if it is a type 1 I chose the 1 model on the list to find out when your gun was made. Looking up your firearm's manufacturer on the internet is a great way to start

tracking down your gun. Good luck and remember, the serial number is the easiest way to identify your gun if you ever lose it or your gun is stolen!
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the picture above is a national match frame with a four-inch barrel. it is marked with the inspector mark w.d.z. on both the left side and the bottom of the frame. the serial number is marked on the
right side of the topstrap. the three other national match frames that ive seen have the same markings, and ive only seen about 100 national match frames total. smith & wesson victorys in this
typical national match finish are extremely scarce. it is probably fair to say that less than 100 national match frames survive. one of the rarest of these national match frames is the one that is

shown in the photo below. it is marked with the inspector mark r.j.w. and is serial numbered 23-124. although the victory revolver had a nine-inch barrel by this time, most of the 10th and 11th-inch
victory models were not sent to the plant in new haven. instead, the barrels were rechambered in the usual manner, and the serial numbers were stamped as before. as early as 1942, the u.s.

military standard issue pistol was the m1911a1. at the time, as today, most civilians purchased the cheaper smith & wesson model 10. the m1911a1 was eventually adopted by the us military as
the service weapon of the us army, us navy, us marine corps and us air force. columbus, mississippi, authorities seized the following weapons from a house in columbus: 1. smith & wesson,.38

caliber, revolver, serial number 13k8953, date of transfer 09-23-77, oca g803902. this weapon was licensed to her to carry in a concealable manner. 2. colt,.38 caliber, pistol, serial number
07j1294, date of transfer 09-11-76, oca p081082. 3.380 caliber, pistol, serial number 09j1636, date of transfer 02-17-77, oca g183059. 5ec8ef588b
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